BK channels are involved in a large variety of physiological processes. Regulatory β subunits are one of the mechanisms responsible for creating BK channel diversity fundamental to the adequate function of many tissues. However, little is known about the structure of its voltage sensor domain. Here we present the external architectural details of BK channels using lanthanide-based resonance energy transfer (LRET). We used a genetically encoded lanthanide binding tag (LBT) to bind terbium as LRET donor and a fluorophore-labeled iberiotoxin (IbTX), as the LRET acceptor for in vivo measurement of distances within the BK channel structure. By introducing LBTs in the extracellular region of the α or β1 subunit we determined (i) a basic extracellular map of the BK channel, (ii) β1 subunit-induced rearrangements of the voltage sensor in α subunits, and (iii) the relative position of the β1 subunit within the α/β1 complex.
INTRODUCTION
Important physiological processes involve Ca 2+ entry into cells mediated by voltage-dependent Ca 2+ channels. This divalent cation influx is essential for life because it permits, for example, the adequate functioning of smooth muscle or neurosecretion to occur. Some mechanism must be put into action, however, to control Ca 2+ influx, either to dampen or to stop the physiological effects of the cytoplasmic increase in Ca 2+ . In many cases this is accomplished by one of the most broadly expressed channels in mammals: the large conductance Ca 2+ -and voltage-activated K + (BK) channel (1) (2) (3) . Because there is a single gene coding for the BK channel, (Slowpoke KNCMA1), channel diversity must be a consequence of alternative splicing and/or interaction with regulatory subunits. In fact, both mechanisms account for BK channel diversity but the most dramatic changes in BK channel properties are brought about through the interaction with regulatory subunits, membrane-integral proteins, denominated BK β (β1− β4) subunits (4-7) and the recently discovered γ (γ1-γ4) subunits (8, 9) .
Structurally, the BK channel is a homotetramer of its poreforming α subunit and is a member of the voltage-dependent potassium (Kv) channel family. Distinct from Kv channels, however, BK channel subunits are composed of seven transmembrane domains S0-S6 (10, 11) . Little is known about the detailed structure of the membrane-spanning portion of the BK channel, or of the α/β1 complex. Here, we used a variant of Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET), called LRET, to determine the positions of the N-terminus and S0, S1 and S2 transmembrane segments of the α subunit of BK channel, as well as the position of the β1 subunit in the α/β1 complex. LRET uses luminescent lanthanides (e.g., Tb 3+ ) as donor instead of conventional fluorophores. This technique has been successfully used to measure intramolecular distances and to track voltage-dependent structural changes in voltage-dependent K + and Na + channels (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) . The advantages of this technique over FRET have been discussed in detail elsewhere (17) and only its highlights will be given here. Briefly, the isotropic emission of Tb 3+ ensures that the maximum error in distance estimation due to the orientation factor (κ 2 ) does not exceed 10% in the range of 10 to 120 Å (17) . Because Tb 3+ has a spiked emission spectrum it is possible to isolate the sensitized emission of the acceptor with relative ease by using an adequate optical filter. Additionally, we used the genetically encoded lanthanide binding tag (LBT) to chelate Tb 3+ donor within the protein structure (18) (Fig. 1A) . Since the LBT-Tb 3+ emission decay has a well defined time constant of ∼2.4 ms, the donor-only (DO) emission (i.e. the donor emission in the in the absence of the acceptor) is very specific and distinguishable from background (13, 18, 19) . Also, since the LBT is incorporated into the backbone of the protein, the donor becomes tied to the structure of the channel, likely decreasing the uncertainty of the donor position. Any distortion of the LBT structure that modifies Tb 3+ accessibility to water will decrease its decay time constant. Therefore by measuring the Tb 3+ decay, it is possible to infer whether the LBT remains intact in the final structure. Moreover, the crystal structure of the LBT has been determined (18) , making it possible to perform molecular dynamics simulations of the Significance Large conductance Ca 2+ -and voltage-activated K + (BK) channels play many physiological roles ranging from the maintenance of smooth muscle tone to the modulation of alcohol tolerance. This physiological versatility of the BK channel in most cases is due to the association of the pore-forming a subunit with b subunits. It is of importance, therefore to know what the structural consequences of this association are. Here, using lanthanide resonance energy transfer (LRET) we were able to determine the extracellular position of transmembrane segments S0-S2 with and without the β1 subunit and the position of the two transmembrane segments of the β1 subunit in the α/β1 subunit complex. We concluded that β1 produces rearrangements of the BK voltage sensor domain.
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Fig. 1. LRET strategy in BK channel.(A)
LBT binds luminescent Tb 3+ ion with high affinity, acting as LRET donor. Highlighted in blue is the tryptophan which serves as an antenna that sensitizes Tb 3+ to become excited by a 266 nm laser pulse. (B) The fluorescent probe BODIPY-8-chloromethane (bodipy) interacts via LRET with the LBT-chelated Tb 3+ with a R 0 value of 39.7 Å. The bodipy molecule is covalently conjugated to iberiotoxin at position D19C. (C) Due to the homotetrameric symmetry of the BK channel, each of the four donors can transfer energy via LRET to the single acceptor that is offset from the pore axis (dotted black arrows). The four different distances result in multi-exponential decay of sensitized emission. (D) LBT constructs were engineered (one LBT at a time), within the BK αsubunit: N-terminus (NT), and on the extracellular side of the transmembrane segments S0, S1 and S2, and within the BK β1 subunit on the extracellular side of transmembrane segments TM1 and TM2.
LBT-BK chimeric channels using homology-based models. The flexibility of the LBT-Tb 3+ complex would place the Tb 3+ atom at 5-8 Å from the LBT insertion site giving us a concise picture of the general architecture of the external aspect of the BK channel (13) .
As a reference site to locate the acceptor, we used the successful approach of labeling BK with a specific pore-blocking toxin, the scorpion toxin iberiotoxin (IbTX), which binds to the external aspect of the BK pore with high affinity (13-15, 20, 21) . One of the advantages of this approach is that the relative position of the acceptor can be modeled since the structure of a related toxin, charybdotoxin (CTX), in complex with Kv1.2/2.1 paddle chimera has been determined (22) . Since the BK channels are tetramers organized in an axial four-fold symmetry around the K + selective pore, the location of the toxin and hence that of the acceptor fluorophore can be modeled. We synthesized IbTX in solid phase with a modified cysteine at residue 19 and labeled with BODIPY-8-chloromethane (referred to as bodipy throughout this paper) as a fluorescent probe. The short linker of bodipy reduces uncertainty in the acceptor position ( Fig. 1B) . The labeled toxin was then used as an acceptor for the Tb 3+ donor emission.
We used a novel methodology of analysis capable of extracting the position of the four donors from the sensitized emission of the acceptor, taking advantage of the four-fold symmetry of K + channels (Fig. 1C ). This method has been successfully tested in Shaker K + channels (13) . By changing the position of the LBT motif to different residues of the channel, we constructed a map of the extracellular arrangement of S0, S1, and S2 segments as well as the position of the N-terminus of the BK channel in the absence and presence of the auxiliary β1 subunit. In addition, by introducing the LBT in different positions of the β1 subunit, we located this subunit with respect to the α subunit.
Results
LRET in LBT-containing BK channels
We selected LBT insertion sites within the BK α □and β1 subunits in order to estimate the location of the voltage sensor domain (VSD) with respect to the channel's pore (i) in the absence of the regulatory β1 subunit, and (ii) after co-expressing the α/β1-BK complex. Fig. 1D shows four insertion sites in the BK α subunit that are in the extracellular face of the protein: NT (D15-LBT-S16), S0 (W22-LBT-W23), S1 (S134-LBT-S135) and S2 (D147-LBT-F148). Fig. 1D also shows insertion sites in the β1 subunit. They are located near the C-terminus of transmembrane segments TM1 (L41-LBT-Y42), and near the N-terminus of the TM2 (R150-LBT-L151). All these constructs were expressed in the membrane of Xenopus laevis oocytes and tested with electrophysiological methods to confirm that they still operate as BK channels. No major alterations were observed after introduction of the LBT motif to any α-LBT constructs reported here (SI Fig.  S1 ) suggesting that insertion of the LBT motif did not change the structure of the protein. The effect of β1 subunit was also assessed with α-LBT constructs as well as for TM1 and TM2 constructs coexpressed with wild type (WT) αBK subunit to confirm that they maintain the α/β1-BK phenotype (SI Fig. S2 ). In addition, several LBT insertion sites were designed and tested in the very short linker region between S3-S4 of αBK. Although these constructs produced robust macroscopic currents, donor emission signal was absent, likely because of a defective LBT-Tb 3+ structure.
All LRET experiments described below were performed holding the membrane potential at -80 mV in order to ensure that all channels were closed with their voltage sensors in the resting state. LRET experiments at depolarizing voltages large enough to fully open the channels were not possible due to the high expression of the LBT-BK chimeras that precluded adequate voltage control of the oocytes at such high potentials.
We tested the DO signal from all LBT-BK constructs by exciting the sample with a short laser pulse (5 ns) at 266 nm and obtained robust luminescence decays in all cases. Fig. 2A shows the time-resolved donor emission decay from an oocyte expressing the S0 construct. The slowest component of the decay has a time constant τ D ∼ 2.4 ms (k D ∼ 417 s -1 ), which is absent in oocytes expressing WT BK channel ( Fig. 2A , gray trace). This is the expected decay of Tb 3+ bound to LBT in the absence of acceptor ( Fig. 2A , inset). Our results show that all LBTs inserted in the α subunit as well as β1 subunit produced DO decay times greater than 2.15 ms, indicating that the LBT structure is maintained after insertion into either protein (SI Table S1 ).
When 500 nM IbTX-bodipy is added to the bath solution, the excited donors (LBT-Tb 3+ ) transfer energy by long-range dipoledipole resonance to the attached fluorophore near the pore of the channel (Fig. 2B , inset). Since the acceptor, bodipy, is fluorescent it is possible to measure the sensitized emission (SE), defined as the emission of acceptors excited only through energy transfer from donors. In LRET, the lifetime of the SE decay gives a direct measurement of the excited donor lifetime in the presence of acceptor, because the intrinsic acceptor lifetime is in the ns scale while the excited donor lifetime is in the ms scale (17, 23) . We used a band-pass optical filter to isolate the SE of bodipy (Fig.  2B , blue trace) that effectively blocks any contamination from the donor emission. Since the acceptor is not located on the symmetry axis of the channel (Fig. 1C ), there is more than one 137  138  139  140  141  142  143  144  145  146  147  148  149  150  151  152  153  154  155  156  157  158  159  160  161  162  163  164  165  166  167  168  169  170  171  172  173  174  175  176  177  178  179  180  181  182  183  184  185  186  187  188  189  190  191  192  193  194  195  196  197  198  199  200  201  202  203  204 Submission PDF donor-acceptor distance resulting in multi-exponential SE decay (13) (14) (15) . A comparison between the kinetics of sensitized emission traces from different constructs ( Fig. 2C ) reveals that the relative position of the donor relative to the static acceptor (offset from the pore axis) differs among constructs.
Dramatic effects are observed in the SE decay kinetics from different constructs when they are co-expressed with the β1 subunit. The effect of β1 subunit is different for each of the four α-LBT constructs tested above. β1 greatly slowed the SE kinetics in the case of NT (Fig. 3A) . On the other hand, we observed less dramatic changes in the SE kinetics of S0, S1 and S2 ( Fig. 3B-D) . These results suggest that the α/β1 interaction promotes a change in the architecture of the VSD of the BK channel. As was done for the α subunit, two LBT constructs of the β1 subunit were engineered with insertion sites near the extracellular side of TM1 and TM2 segments (Fig. 1D ). These constructs showed SE with characteristic kinetics indicating their different locations relative to the channel structure ( Fig. 3E) .
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To summarize the selected LRET-SNPS results in absence of β1 subunit, Fig. 5A shows the relative position of donors for the four α-LBT constructs in the xy plane including 95% confidence isosurfaces. The donor of the S2 construct is located at the periphery of the channel at 38.9 Å from the pore axis, being the farthest of the four constructs from the symmetry axis of the channel. The S1 donor is the closest to the pore axis with a radial distance of 29.2 Å. The S0 donor is located at 33.8 Å from the pore axis, between S1 and S2 donors. Surprisingly, NT donor appears to be far from the S0 donor, displaced by ∼23 Å in the xy plane projection. When compared against the Kv1.2/2.1-CTX structure, NT and S2 donors present no rotational ambiguity, while for the S1 cosntruct only solution type 2 fits over the VSD structure near the top of the S1 segment (SI Fig. S3A ). Only the S0 construct displayed rotational ambiguity such that both solutions are equally probable, yet they are very close to the symmetry line (SI Fig. S3 ). Fig. 5B shows a lateral view of donor positions for the four constructs tested (xz plane projection) where differences in the relative height of the donors can be observed.
The external architecture of the BK α/β1 complex As expected by the changes observed in the SE kinetics, coexpression with the β1 subunit causes a change in the pattern of donor positions ( Fig. 5C and D) . Donor solution types were selected to be most parsimonious with respect to the results obtained in the absence of β1 subunit. For instance S2 and NT constructs showed no rotational ambiguity, while S1 was kept as solution type 2 for the sake of parsimony. The solution type for S0 donor co-expressed with β1 was selected as solution type 1 since (i) a counterclockwise rotation would place the S0 segment further into the VSD which is not likely, and (ii) this better agrees with reported interactions between the S0 segment and the TM1 or TM2 segments of the β1 subunit (24, 25) . For TM1 and TM2 constructs, the best choice was solution type 1, otherwise these segments would be positioned inside the voltage sensora solution that has no physical meaning ( Fig. 5C and SI Fig. S3B ). The spatial map of Fig. 5C and D shows that both TM1 and TM2 donors are positioned between adjacent subunit VSDs and in the vicinity of S0 donor, radially closer to the pore axis by 0.4 Å and 4 Å, respectively.
We noted that by maintaining the acceptor static, the donor position of all constructs except S1 clashed with an upper height boundary, equal to the height of the acceptor. Because this picture seems unlikely, we shifted the acceptor position 1 Å radially outwards from the pore axis for the complete dataset in presence of β1 subunit. The result was an overall decrease in individual fit error and the spreading of donor positions in the z axis (SI Fig. S4 ). This results in a more physically meaningful picture and therefore the reported results in Fig. 5C -D considers the shifted position of the acceptor, although this implies a slight change in the acceptor position due to the presence of β1 subunit.
The most dramatic structural rearrangement induced by the presence of the β1 subunit is the NT construct with a 29.8 Å displacement in the xy plane. This places the NT donor very near the new position of the S2 construct. At the same time, the S2 construct undergoes a displacement of 4.5 Å in the xy plane away from the pore axis. The S1 construct shows a displacement towards the pore axis of 5 Å and a counterclockwise rotation of 10º. Finally, S0 moves 5.6 Å in the xy plane with a clockwise rotation away from S1 and S2 donors (S0 solution type 1 as reference). Changes in the z-coordinate of each donor can also be observed. In particular, a downward displacement of S1 donor by 7.9 Å is the most remarkable vertical shift. In contrast, NT, S0 and S2 have little changes in the z coordinate (< 0.2 Å) when coexpressed with β1 subunit. Fig. 6 summarizes the position changes of the donors in the α subunit as a result of co-expressing the β1 subunit, as well as the position of TM1 and TM2 donors of the β1 subunit.
DISCUSSION
Different from of the rest of all other members of the Kv channels superfamily, in BK channels not only the S4 segment but also S2 and S3 segments of the voltage sensing domain carry the electric charges which sense the membrane electric field (26) (27) (28) . The translocation of these charged residues in the membrane electric field induces conformational changes in the VSD which can be tracked with site-directed voltage clamp fluorometry (29) (30) (31) . BK channels also have the additional S0 transmembrane segment preceding the six canonical segments (10, 11) . Tryptophan scanning mutagenesis in S0, and fluorescence quenching by tryptophan W203 in the S3-S4 linker suggest that the N-terminus of the S0 segment is in close contact with the VSD (S1-S4). This interaction would modulate the equilibrium between resting and active states of the voltage sensor (32, 33) .
Little is known about the detailed structure of the transmembrane portion of the BK channel although some initial glimpses of the channel's structure have been given using cryo-electron microscopy at 17 Å resolution (34) . The BK structure resolved by this technique shows a large protrusion at the periphery of the VSD at ∼40 Å radial from the pore axis, which should correspond 545  546  547  548  549  550  551  552  553  554  555  556  557  558  559  560  561  562  563  564  565  566  567  568  569  570  571  572  573  574  575  576  577  578  579  580  581  582  583  584  585  586  587  588  589  590  591  592  593  594 Submission PDF to the additional S0 helix and approximately 40 extracellular Nterminal residues of BK α subunit. This observation is in good agreement with our measurement using LRET that places the S0 donor 33.8 Å radial from the pore axis.
BK transmembrane segments pattern
Information about the relative position of transmembrane segments was reported by using disulfide cross-linking experiments. There, S0 appeared to lie in close proximity to the S3-S4 loop, near S1 and S2 segments and away from S5 and S6, based on the extent of disulfide bond formation between introduced cysteine residues (35). The best way to interpret this data was by positioning S0 surrounded by all the other transmembrane segments of the voltage sensor (S1-S4), preventing S0 to make contact with segments S5 and S6. More recently, using voltage clamp fluorometry, it was found that a fluorescent label in the extracellular side of S0 segment can be quenched by tryptophan W203 of the S3-S4 loop in a state-dependent manner, supporting the proximity of the S0 segment with the S3-S4 loop in the resting state (30) . Using the same approach, after strategically locating the fluorescent probe and by introducing or substituting the quencher tryptophan, it was concluded that the S1 segment would be closer to W203 (which would be in close proximity to S0) than S2 segment in the resting state (31) . Our results places the position of the S0 donor nearly in-line between S1 and S2a distance of 7.7 Å from S1 and 5.2 Å from S2 in the xy plane (Fig.  5A) .
The transmembrane segments pattern of the BK α/β1 complex
The β1 subunit consists of two putative transmembrane segments joined together by a large extracellular loop (36) . The BK β1 subunit increases the apparent Ca 2+ sensitivity of the channel, slows down the macroscopic activation and deactivation kinetics, and decreases the voltage sensitivity (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) . By stabilizing the voltage sensor in its active configuration, the β1 subunit has an important effect on the BK channel's apparent Ca 2+ sensitivity (43, 45) . Therefore, it is reasonable to think that there is a close spatial relationship between the β1 subunit's transmembrane segments and the VSD of the α subunit. Our LRET experiments show that the α subunit undergoes a change in the spatial pattern of its transmembrane segments when co-expressed with the β1 subunit (Fig. 5 ).
The group of Marx using the disulfide cross-linking technique also described the spatial distribution of BK transmembrane segments in the presence of β1 subunit (24, 25) . Surprisingly, to best account for the results reported by Liu et al. (25) , they no longer positioned the S0 segment surrounded by the other four transmembrane segments but in the periphery of the VSD facing the S3 and S4 segments. Their model does not allow direct contact of S0 with S1 and S2 segments even though their results showed between 40-80% disulfide cross-linking between S0 and the S1 and S2 segments (25) . In contrast, our results place the S0 segment in close proximity (<7 Å) to segments S1 and S2. In their work, the extent of cross-linking is only interpreted as relative differences in distances between cysteine residues and the estimation is done a long time after cross-linking occurs. In contrast, our LRET measurements are performed in real time, with functional channels expressed in the membrane of a living cell, and the retrieved positions of donors anchored to the different transmembrane segments rely only on the modeled acceptor position and assumed 4-fold channel symmetry (13) .
Disulfide cross-linking between β1 subunit and α subunit suggested that both TM1 and TM2 segments are in close proximity to S0, S1 and S2; however disulfide bond formation is essentially prevented for S3 to S6 segments (24, 25) . This finding is consistent with our proposed location for TM1 and TM2 segments, which appear adjacent to the S0-NT position (Fig. 5C and D) , and show that TM1 is 2.4 Å closer to S0 than TM2 in the xy projection. These observations could give structural support to functional coupling between the S0/N-terminus of the BK α subunit and the β1 subunit (46) . Due to the short distance to S0, TM1 is likely making contact with the α subunit at this point and these contacts may be responsible for the observed changes in the biophysical properties of the BK channel when co-expressed with the β1 subunit. Also, consistent with results reported by Liu et al., our LRET experiments locate TM1 and TM2 segments at the interface of adjacent voltage sensing domains (Fig. 5C) , with both segments close to each other allowing disulfide bond formation between these two segments (25) .
A model structure of the external aspect of the BK channel To account for our LRET findings in structural context we performed an LBT position-restrained molecular dynamics protocol to refine a BK homology model according to our calculated donor positions (for details see methods). The BK structural model obtained using this approach is shown in Fig. 7A . The positions of segments S0, S1 and S2 are in agreement with these segments' interactions reported previously (35) . However, in our molecular model the S0 segment is closer to S1 and S2 segments than to S3 and S4 segments.
To have the complete picture, we also performed a positionrestrained model of BK channel using the donor coordinates obtained in the presence of β1 subunit (Fig. 7B ). The structural changes in the BK model due to the presence of the β1 subunit are detailed in Fig. 7C -D, including the transmembrane segments TM1 and TM2 docked in such a way that they best match LRET results. As a measure of β1-induced conformational change, we calculated the RMSD between the two models as 2.7 Å for the whole channel, 3.3 Å considering only the VSD (S0-S4) and 0.8 Å considering only the pore section (S5-S6). Our LRET-restrained model locates both TM1 and TM2 segments of the β1 subunit near S0 and S1 in the space between two adjacent voltage sensors. This vicinity allows the interaction between both transmembrane segments and also prevents interaction with S3-S4 segments as proposed by Liu and collaborators (24, 25) .
The presence of the β1 subunit modifies not only the operation of the VSD but also dramatically slows the activation and deactivation kinetics (41, 43, 45, 47) . The reported crucial role of cytoplasmic domains of β subunits (48, 49) requires close proximity of both cytoplasmic domains of β1 subunit and the α subunit VSD. The molecular model proposed here for the BK α/β1 complex inferred from LRET experiments allows such interactions, given that the transmembrane segments of α and β1 subunits are close to each other.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Donors and acceptors
The lanthanide binding tag (LBT), sequence YIDTNNDGWYEGDELLA (18) , was inserted in chosen positions of the BK channel. LBT-BK channels were constructed using standard molecular biology techniques and sitedirected mutagenesis kit (QuikChange, Stratagene). Correct insertion of LBTs was confirmed by sequencing. As LRET acceptor, we used the fluorophore BODIPY-8-chloromethane (bodipy) attached to the peptidic scorpion toxin iberiotoxin (IbTX), a high affinity pore blocker of BK channels. Labeled [D19C]IbTX was custom synthesized in solid phase, and bodipy fluorophore was also custom synthesized in-house (see SI text S2 and SI Fig. S5 ). We determined the Förster distance to be R 0 ≈ 39.7 Å for the LBT-Tb 3+ / [D19C]IbTXbodipy pair (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Heterologous protein expression electrophysiology
For BK expression in oocytes, the WT and mutant channels' cDNA was transcribed using an in vitro T7 polymerase transcription kit (Ambion). The transcribed cRNA (50 ng) was injected into Xenopus oocytes. Oocytes were incubated in SOS or ND96 solution at 18 o C for 3 to 5 days prior to recording. 681  682  683  684  685  686  687  688  689  690  691  692  693  694  695  696  697  698  699  700  701  702  703  704  705  706  707  708  709  710  711  712  713  714  715  716  717  718  719  720  721  722  723  724  725  726  727  728  729  730  731  732  733  734  735  736  737  738  739  740  741  742  743  744  745  746  747  748 Submission PDF emission experiments, the bath solution composition was 110 mM NMG-Mes, 10 mM HEPES, 2 mM CaCl 2 , 10 μM TbCl 3 , pH 7.4. For acceptor sensitized emission experiments, the bath solution additionally contained 500 nM IbTXbodipy. The acceptor-containing solution was made by adding 3 μl of 20 μM IbTX-bodipy solution to 117 μL donor-only solution. Oocytes were incubated 5-15 minutes in the IbTX-bodipy containing solution prior to SE recording.
Optical setup.
The optical setup used for simultaneous LRET and electrophysiology experiments was custom-designed and has been described before (13, 19) . Briefly, to excite the donor we used a 5 ns pulse at the 266 nm line of a quadrupled Nd:YAG laser (Spectra Physics). The laser excitation beam passes through excitation optics comprised of a fused silica Pellin-Broca prism (Thorlabs) and UG11 cleanup filter, followed by a custom 266 nm laser dichroic with no AR-coating (Z266rdc, Chroma Technology). A 40X (1.25 N.A.) glycerol immersion quartz objective with no AR-coating (Partec GmbH) was used to collect the light from the sample. Emission filters were a longpass E515LPv2 or a band-pass D520/20m (Chroma Technology) for donor-only emission (DO) or sensitized emission (SE) recordings, respectively. The optical signal was detected with a gated photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu, Japan) coupled to a custom-made current/voltage converter. Analog fluorescence signal was filtered with an 8-pole Bessel filter at either 50 kHz or 100 kHz cutoff frequency, and acquired with a sample period of 2 μs using a 14-bit A/D converter. DO and SE traces were obtained by averaging 16 to 25 pulses.
Sensitized emission analysis.
Geometric models for all constructs were obtained by analyzing their respective SE decay measurements. The analysis was performed using the symmetric nano-positioning system (SNPS) software developed by our group (13) using MATLAB (MathWorks). Briefly, the program generates a theoretical SE signal from a geometric model which takes into account the position of the four Tb 3+ donors and the single acceptor in a pyramidlike model (Fig. 4A ). The program routine finds the best geometry which simultaneously fits multiple experimental SE traces of a given LBT construct and conformational state. Solution types of the geometric model were selected according to the reference Kv1.2/2.1-CTX structure. Selection was made in order to have maximal overlap between the donor positions and the VSD of the paddle chimera. Details of this procedure can be found in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Acceptor position sampling by dihedral angle scan.
The conformational space of bodipy within the BK-[D19C]IbTX-bodipy complex model (see SI text S3) was sampled by scanning the fluorophoretoxin complex dihedral angles Ψ 1 , Ψ 2 , Ψ 3 and Ψ 4 defined in SI Fig. S6A using 30°increments per dihedral (e.g., Ψ 1 = -150°, -120°,…, 180°). The scanned sample consists of 20,736 structures, which were evaluated in terms of their vdW energy to discard clashed conformations (E vdW > 1000 kcal/mol or atomic distances < 1.4 Å). Each of the resulting 3,290 conformations were used to represent the accessible or diffusive volume of bodipy's transition dipole moment (estimated as the geometric center of the chromophore's central ring), such that each valid conformation is represented by a point, which together define the acceptor (cloud) position within the reference frame of IbTX-BK complex (SI Fig. S6C ).
LRET-restrained molecular modeling of BK Donor coordinates obtained from geometric fits to SE data were used as a constraint to refine an initial BK α-subunit model in absence of β1 subunit (SI text S3). The LBT peptide sequence was inserted into target sites accordingly to reproduce the LBT-BK constructs in silico using the same MD simulation size and parameters described for bodipy-[D19C]IbTX-BK complex.
An LBT-Tb 3+ -restrained molecular dynamics protocol was performed to refine the BK model according to donor coordinates. The Tb 3+ Cartesian coordinates were restrained to its donor experimental position by means of a harmonic potential of 1 or 2 kcal/mole/Å 2 using the colvar module of NAMD 2.9. The use of positional restraints allows smooth adaptation of the LBT-Tb 3+ and the attached BK-segment to the SNPS results. To maintain the LBT structure, a restraint of 2 kcal/mole/Å 2 was also applied between the calcium (representing the terbium donor atom) and LBT's charged side-chains.
Each LBT-BK system was simulated independently. The first system assembled included the LBT at S1 insertion site. The positions of all four donor atoms were simultaneously restrained by coordinates obtained from the geometric fit. After 28 ns of simulation, the LBT structures were removed from S1 and inserted into the S2 site, extending the simulation by 28 ns with the donor positions restrained accordingly. Following the same strategy, the LBTs were inserted at the S0 site, and simulated for 28 ns. The NT-LBT system was not simulated due to the intrinsic freedom of the N-terminal. Finally, the LBTs were removed and the system was further relaxed for 40 ns.
Once each LBT segment was located at its experimental position by the above procedure, the subunit with the lowest energy conformation was considered to build a symmetric tetramer of the BK α subunit. The new symmetric tetramer was used to build a membrane-embedded channel molecular system with the same dimensions and characteristics described above, and submitted to a MD simulation with restrained secondary structure. Symmetry was retained by means of harmonic restraints. The final production simulation lasted 20 ns.
The aforementioned BK channel was used to construct a 3D structural model of BK α/β1 complex. The transmembrane segments of the β1 subunit were modeled using a generic α-helix due to lack of a crystal structure. The β1 subunit sequence obtained from Uniprot database (code Q16558) was analyzed using three secondary structure prediction algorithms (PSIPRED (50), MEMSAT (51) and TMHMM (52)) to define the transmembrane segments' residues. The segments were modeled using the Prime module from Schrödinger Suite, followed by a 5 ns MD protocol with the segments embedded in a POPC hydrated bilayer with KCl 150 mM. After 20 ns, the obtained structure was collected and used to build the initial BK α/β1 complex.
Both α and β1 subunits were embedded in a POPC hydrated bilayer with KCl 150 mM. In order to represent the β1 subunit TM position calculated by LRET experiments, the α-carbon of the first residue of each segment was restricted to the xy coordinates of their corresponding experimentallydetermined position (Ser45 for TM1 and Pro164 for TM2). This conformation was selected over other β1 subunits in order to minimize possible steric clashes among the extracellular loops. The final system containing BK α/β1 complex (final size 210 x 210 x 111 Å 3 , total of 371,560 atoms) was submitted to a 20 ns MD protocol using secondary and symmetry restraints as described above.
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